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RAMP UP EMPLOYEE 
PRODUCTIVITY WITH A FASTER PC

FUTURE-READY WITH OPTANE AND SSD

The key to success in any business is to empower workers with smart devices 
that make them more effective at work. 41% of employees confirm that faster 
loading time and data transfers enable them to be more productive.1

With a combination of Intel® Optane™ and Dual Drive storage, Lenovo
ThinkBook 14 and 15 laptops help you empower your employees to turn
even the most routine tasks into crucial productivity gains.

Intel® Optane™ with Dual Drive provides rapid storage access, and lower latency 
for significantly faster application launches and easy multitasking. For example:

• Healthcare: saves time by loading apps faster and making it easier to access 
patient records.

• Finance, Research, and Analytics: makes it easy to run complex applications  
for predictive analytics and AI. 

• Retail: improves real-time inventory tracking and store-management  
applications.

OPTIMIZE STORAGE AND BOOST PERFORMANCE

BLAZING-FAST STORAGE SPEEDS
Dual Drive technology gives you the scale storage of HDD,
combined with the ruggedness and speed of SSD that is up to
50 times faster than traditional HDDs. Lenovo ThinkBook 14 and 15 
with the combination of HDD and SSD offer expansive storage 
and lightning fast read/write capabilities for exceptionally quick
and heavy-duty computing performance.

UNPARALLELED RESPONSIVENESS
Intel® Optane™ provides uncompromising system responsiveness—up
to 2.2 times faster—for large capacity storage drives so you can boot
up quickly, launch multiple applications right away, and switch between
them smoothly. It also loads media files 1.6 times faster and speeds 
up the most frequently used tasks based on your usage patterns, 
so the computer helps you work smarter, not harder.

MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY
Intel® Optane™ memory is an intelligent technology that learns
individual work patterns, habits, and preferences, enabling better
overall system performance, and faster responsiveness by adapting
to different work styles.
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